CLASS 1H GET ARTISTIC ABOUT THE DREAMTIME

As part of the COGS unit ‘Our Stories’, class 1H have created some fantastic artwork that focuses on Aboriginal story telling. The ideas and designs for the pictures came from three Aboriginal Dreamtime stories that Ms Harris read to the class. The books were ‘How the Birds got their Colours’, ‘The Echidna and the Shade Tree’, and ‘Warnayarra - the Rainbow Snake’.

The Indigenous people are the original custodians of Australia which is why it is so important that we recognise their contributions in making Australia such a great country. The students from 1H explored how to draw different Dreamtime patterns and symbols while also experimenting with creating their own artwork to represent one of the three stories.

All the children from 1H had great fun letting their creative skills run wild as well as learning to really appreciate how Dreamtime stories are such an important part of our culture and history.